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“Praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds, the 
Compassionate, the Merciful” 

(1.2–3)

“As a 20 year old queer, nonbinary, hijabi 
Muslim - my identity is complex. My parents 
often say that there aren’t any LGBTQ people 
in our community. My mosque often says 
that you cannot be LGBTQ and a Muslim. 
The [U.S.] government often says that me and 
my family aren’t welcome in this country in 
the first place. What I’ve come to understand 
is that queer Muslims have existed since the 
beginning of Islam. We exist. And Allah made 
us just the way we are.”

– Fatimah, 20



I THINK I MIGHT NOT BE STRAIGHT…
Questioning your sexuality can be difficult to 
navigate as a young Muslim. This resource is for 
young Muslims who want support around their 
various complicated identities, from religion to 
sexual orientation and gender identity. We hope 
that this publication is a resource for you to better 
understand issues around sexuality, religion, sexual 
health and consent.

The resource is based on 
an American publication 
by The Muslim Youth 
Leadership Council –  
a project of an organization 
called Advocates for Youth. 
You can read more about 
MYLC here.

The version you are 
now reading has been 
developed by Rainbow 
Assocation Malkus’ project 
Taakasta Voimavaraksi.

https://advocatesforyouth.org/about/our-programs/muslim-youth-leadership-council-mylc
http://www.voimavaraksi.fi/in-english


Words can be powerful and can help you find a 
community. However, sometimes it’s difficult to 
know what to say. For Muslims whose families 
come from other countries (some muslims living in 
Finland have lived here a long time, in some cases 
even for generations) sometimes the languages we 
use don’t have words for this. My uncle tells me 
that it’s because only western people are queer. 
That is not true! Here are some words to describe 
sexual orientations or gender identities: Shath or 
Mithli in Arabic, Qanis/Qanisad in Somali and 
Hamjensgaran in Persian. A variety of Muslim 
cultures have language to describe sexuality that is 
thousands of years old.

Many Muslims today are working towards 
creating or carving out a language for themselves 
that looks to the future and new words. They reject 
the idea that same sex relations and gender non-
conformity are only for people from the West. 
Some other Muslims feel comfortable claiming 
English words.

Finding  
the right words…



You might have heard of a variety of labels for 
sexual orientation and gender identity, such as queer, 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, gender non-
conforming, non-binary, asexual, same gender loving, 
and so on. Don’t feel pressured to use them if you 
don’t want to. Just remember that sexual orientation 
and gender identity can be fluid, and you don’t have 
to choose a label and stick to it. Understanding your 
sexuality and gender identity is a process for most 
people. Regardless of what language you use, how 
you define yourself is up to you.



How Do I know  
I am Queer?

“I just fell head over heels for this girl in 
high school and that was it… I wasn’t really 
thinking about the implications or what it 
said about me but at some point I was like I 
guess this means I’m bisexual.”

– Leila, 20

“I didn’t have one moment when I realized 
I was attracted to women. I think it came 
to me gradually and I didn’t really have the 
words for it at first. I struggled for a while 
looking for language because I wanted 
something rooted in Arab culture but these 
days I use the label of lesbian or Queer.”

– Mina, 22



“I guess I always  knew  I  was, but it 
especially became more prominent as I went 
into middle school and started developing 
crushes on guys,  but  being  from a Muslim 
and Iranian  family I was really scared to even 
think about openly  accepting  and facing 
my sexuality, so it was repressed and hidden 
away until about senior year of high school.”

– Mirza, 18

There is no one way of knowing that you are 
not straight or gender non- conforming. Some 
people know from a very young age and some 
people don’t know until much later in life. During 
adolescence, many people can feel very confused 
about their attraction. Some people find their 
teenage years particularly isolating and lonely. If 
you feel this way, just know that there are plenty 
of other young people like you and people who 
have been through the same mixed emotions. You 
may find yourself wondering, “Are there no other 
Muslims like me?” The truth is there are millions of 
queer and trans people across the globe and a lot 
of them are Muslim.



Can I Still be Muslim 
if I am Queer? 
AM I HARAAM?

Of course you can still be Muslim if you are Queer. 
Many of us are both! You are definitely not haraam.

“Being queer and being Muslim are not 
mutually exclusive, you don’t have to give 
up one to be the other, you can easily and 
proudly be both.”

– Mirza, 18

“The only person you have to deal with at 
the end of day is Allah. Don’t listen to the 
communities around you. Allah defies gender 
– why can’t you?”

– Dalia, 19



“I refuse to give up any part of myself. I am 
both, queer and Muslim. And the notion that 
I have to give up one to be the other is not 
something I’m interested in doing. At  least 
not anymore. It has been a long journey, but 
I finally learned to bask in the wholeness of 
being unapologetically myself. Islam is my 
past, it’s my history, it’s my culture. It’s every 
bit a part of me as my queerness is. I am both.
I am whole. And I refuse to be fractured.”

– Mais 26

At the end of the day remember that Allah made 
all of their creations with beauty and love in mind. 
Being queer does not make you any less Muslim 
or any less religious. You do not have to choose 
between your religion and your sexuality and 
gender. You can be queer and still be whatever type 
of Muslim you want to be. Allah made humans 
with a wide array of genders and sexualities, and 
they know their creations best. Queer Muslims are 
not a tragic story. We are real, valid and exist in 
mosques and communities everywhere. If you ever 
feel conflicted or challenged by either your faith or 
community remember this verse from the vn:



“He Who created the seven heavens one 
above another: no want of proportion wilt 
thou see in the Creation of the Most Gracious. 
So turn thy vision again: seest thou any flaw?” 

(al-Mulk 67: 3–4)

Always remember Allah has Ninety Nine names 
and one of them is the most merciful. Allah is  
Al Rahman… Al Raheem.

Check out the #MuslimAnd 
hashtag on social media and 
I Am Not Haraam on tumblr 
for more affirmation and 
access to posts written by 
and for queer Muslims.

https://iamnotharaam.tumblr.com


What is it like to be  
a Queer Muslim?

“I sometimes felt like I wasn’t queer enough 
for society… I wondered if I would be more 
acceptable to people as a queer hijabi if they 
knew I had short hair and if I rejected any 
identity that would associate me with my 
Arabness or Muslimness? But I learned to be 
unapologetic about my Muslimness in queer 
spaces, forcing people to realize that queer 
Muslims exist.”

– Mina, 22



“Being a Queer Muslim means that you can 
feel completely visible and invisible, struggling 
to navigate and perform queerness and 
Muslimness  and if I’m being honest it can be 
hard. But I have also found people who love 
me and support me and you will too.”

– Saadia, 28

“Queerness isn’t necessarily a formative part 
of my identity. I don’t think of it as the same 
way  I think of being Black or even being 
Muslim. It is something that is an addendum, 
so I think of myself as a being with all these 
things and one of these things is that I am 
attracted to women.”

– Halima, 21

There’s no right way or wrong way to be queer, just 
like there is not one way of being Muslim. A lot of us 
have very particular ideas of what it means “to look 
queer” – but really, you look queer if you are queer!

“I wear a hijab, and often people think that 
means I am conservative. Not only do people 
assume that I am not sexual at all, they also 
never assume that I have a queer sexuality.” 

– Adeelah, 22



This means you can have long hair, short hair, no 
hair, and/or be a hijabi and be queer. You don’t 
have to be in a relationship or have sex to be queer. 
You don’t need to prove yourself to anyone. Queer 
Muslims are everywhere in the world and our lives 
are complex, complicated and different. There is 
no one shared experience. 
Coming to terms with 
your queerness doesn’t 
mean you have to be any 
less Muslim or religious.

Remember: your 
sexual orientation and 
gender identity are 
only one part of 
who you are. You 
are a complex 
human being 
with a multi tude 
of identities, 
aesthetics and 
interests.



Consent and 
Emotional Readiness
As Muslims, many of us often hear a lot of 
contradictory and scary things about our sexual 
desires and bodies. It is very important to approach 
sex by thinking about your body and self with love 
and care. Working through and unlearning shame 
can be a difficult process and communicating with 
your partner and affirming yourself is an important 
part of it. The Prophet PBUH encouraged Muslims 
to engage in open conversations about sex and 
desire.

Just remember that your body is here to support 
you and it’s important for you to learn how to 
support it. You should be aware of your body’s 
limitations, desires and needs before engaging 
in sex. Be gentle with your body and soul - it’s a 
prophetic tradition. Take time to process your 
emotions before and after engaging with partners. 
Focus on being in touch with your desires and 
boundaries.

Sex is something that is healthy and natural 
when practiced safely and consensually. Consent 
means communicating honestly with your partner 



about what you want and don’t want to do. It’s 
also about asking what they do or don’t want. 
Consent is all about clear communication – setting 
boundaries and respecting the boundaries of 
others. Consent is continuous – you have to keep 
checking in with your partner/s because people 
have the right to change their minds!

Not everyone wants to have sex! Many Muslims 
wait until marriage to have sex, some Muslims are 
asexual, and some Muslims don’t want to be in 
relationships. Neither choice should be a source 
of embarrassment or shame. But many Muslims 
regardless of their sexuality and gender identity are 
engaging in sex, whether it is premarital or not, and 
it’s important that if you are, you practice safer sex.
 

Check out  
this resource to learn 
more about safer sex 
and contraception.

http://hivpoint.fi/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Suojaa_itsesi_selko_ENGLANTI.pdf


Who should I talk to? 
DO I HAVE TO “COME OUT”?

“I think coming out is a very western 
concept… people often make you feel like 
your identities aren’t valid if you don’t come 
out. There are a lot of people who can’t come 
out and it’s not right for them. There are so 
many things you have to consider… you need 
to put yourself and safety first.”

– Dalia, 19

“When queerness does not follow or rejects 
the western queer narrative of “coming out”,
acceptance and assimilation, it is not 
read as queer. But the truth is i feel queer 
therefore I am queer and I don’t need to 
prove it to anyone.”

– Lama, 24



“I personally don’t think I will ever come out 
to my parents. I don’t think that means I 
am missing out on anything, not liberated 
or that I am living a lie. I think the idea of 
being “closeted” can be a way of shaming 
people who come from non-white western 
backgrounds. I think it is great that some 
people want and can come out to their 
parents but there is no one trajectory for  
queer people and it doesn’t have to include 
coming out.”

– Farah, 20

Coming out isn’t for everyone! Some LGBTQ people 
choose to come out, and some don’t. Liberation and 
feeling comfortable with yourself looks different 
for everyone. There are a variety of reasons that 
people may not want to come out, from not feeling 
safe, to not seeing your sexuality as something that 
needs to be shared. You don’t have to tell anyone 
about your sexuality to be yourself and live your life 
authentically.



Where can I find  
other Queer Muslims?
Many of us find it helpful to be in community with 
others who identify as both Queer and Muslim. 
Here are some organizations you can contact to 
find a network of Queer Muslims just like us.

Muslim Alliance for Sexual  
and Gender Diversity (USA) 
www.muslimalliance.org

Imaan UK  
imaanlondon.wordpress.com

Safra Project (UK) 
facebook.com/Safra-
Project-116664066494

El Tawhid Juma Circle
facebook.com/
eltawhidunitymosques

CALEM  
(France based but for all of Europe)  
www.calem.eu/english2

LGBT Muslim Retreat (International) 
www.lgbtmuslimretreat.com

DESI LGBTQ  Helpline for South Asians 
www.deqh.org

Secret Garden (Netherlands) 
www.stichtingsecretgarden.nl

Maruf (Netherlands)  
www.maruf.eu
 
Sabaah (Denmark) 
sabaah.dk

LGBT+ Muslim Organizations

http://www.muslimalliance.org/
https://imaanlondon.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Safra-Project-116664066494/
https://www.facebook.com/Safra-Project-116664066494/
https://www.facebook.com/eltawhidunitymosques/
https://www.facebook.com/eltawhidunitymosques/
https://www.calem.eu/english2/
http://www.lgbtmuslimretreat.com/
http://www.deqh.org/
http://www.stichtingsecretgarden.nl/about_en.html
http://www.maruf.eu/english.html
http://sabaah.dk/front-page/


Gender Diversity & Intersex 
Centre of Expertise 
(formerly Trans Support Center)
sukupuolenosaamiskeskus.fi/
english

Trasek
Association for transgender  
and intersex rights 
trasek.fi/in-english

Seta –LGBTI Rights in Finland 
Services and support for LGBTI  
in Finland 
en.seta.fi/human-rights-support/
authorities-and-support

From Burden to Resource -project
Supports spiritual LGBTQ+ people 
and LGBTQ+ people with a religious 
background 
www.voimavaraksi.fi/in-english

Rainbow Association Malkus  
malkus.fi

Sopu
a support service that aims to prevent 
honour-related conflicts and violence 
in families and communities
soputila.fi/en

TOGETHER 
a peer supportive community for 
lgbtiq*-people that are seeking 
asylum in Finland or with refugee 
background
www.heseta.fi/together

LGBTQIA+ Support services in Finland

Links
masjidalrabia.org/lgbtq-muslim-resource-list-national
masjidalrabia.org/queertrans-tumblr-masterpost

https://sukupuolenosaamiskeskus.fi/english/
https://sukupuolenosaamiskeskus.fi/english/
http://trasek.fi/in-english/
https://en.seta.fi/human-rights-support/authorities-and-support/
https://en.seta.fi/human-rights-support/authorities-and-support/
https://www.voimavaraksi.fi/in-english/
http://malkus.fi/
mailto:https://soputila.fi/en/?subject=
https://www.heseta.fi/together
https://masjidalrabia.org/lgbtq-muslim-resource-list-national/
https://masjidalrabia.org/queertrans-tumblr-masterpost
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